INDEX
Access to Court Documents
administrative tribunals, see other
public proceedings
civil proceedings, 337-342
access after trial, 341-342
access during trial, 340
pre-trial access, 337-340
coroners’ inquests, see other public
proceedings
court documents highlights,
317-318
court rules on access to records,
334-337
Alberta, 337
British Columbia, 336
Manitoba, 336
Nova Scotia, 334-335
Ontario, 336-337
Saskatchewan, 335-336
criminal proceedings, 342-351
access after trial, 350-351
access during trial, 348-350
pre-trial access, 342-348
introduction, 318-320
model policy for access to court
records, 324-339
other public proceedings, 352
public inquiries, see other public
proceedings
Supreme Court decisions, 321-328
Dagenais, Mentuck and Toronto
Star, 323-326
MacIntyre and Vickery, 321-323
protecting the “innocent,”
326-328

Access to Public Hearings and
Meetings
access to hearings and meetings
highlights, 353-354
administrative tribunal hearings,
access to, 377-378
closed door hearings, see
publishing details of closed
door hearings
electronic access to hearings and
cameras in the courts, 380-387
federal laws, 359-373
Access to Information and
Privacy Acts, 372-373
Canada Evidence Act, 372
Canadian Human Rights
Commission, 367
Canadian Security Intelligence
Service Act, 368
Competition Act, 368
Criminal Code, 360-366
applications for search
warrants, 363
generally, 360-363
hearings for issue of
summons or arrest
warrants, 363-364
mentally disordered
criminals, review
hearings for, 366
preliminary hearings,
364-365
sexual offences, proceedings
involving, 365
Immigration and Refugee
Protection Act, 368-370
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Income Tax Act, 370
National Defence Act, 370-371
Security of Information Act
(formerly Official Secrets
Act), 368
Youth Criminal Justice Act,
366-367
introduction, 356-357
open court principle, 356
provincial laws, 373-378
coroners, 374
court proceedings generally,
373-374
family law acts, 375
human rights acts, 375-376
police commission hearings,
376
provincial offences acts,
376-377
provincial youth justice acts,
377-378
public inquiries acts, 377
victim compensation board
hearings, 377
public, private and municipal
meetings, access to, 379-380
public meetings, 379
private meetings, 379
municipal meetings, 379-380
publishing details of closed door
hearings, 387-388
rights of access generally, 357-359
Access to Public Information
access to corporate information,
503-508
business organizations other
than corporations, 507-508
sole proprietorship, 507
partnerships, 507-508
non-profit corporations, 508
Canada Business Corporations
Act, 505-506
Corporations Returns Act,
504-505
provincial corporations acts,
506-507

securities legislation, 508
access to municipal records and
information, 502-503
Alberta’s access to information
law, 451-456
generally, 451
making a request, 451-452
statutory exemptions to right of
access, 452-456
discretionary categories,
452-454
mandatory categories,
454-456
British Columbia’s access to
information law, 456-464
generally, 456
making a request, 457-458
statutory exemptions to right of
access, 458-464
discretionary categories,
459-462
mandatory categories,
462-464
federal access to information law,
441-450
generally, 441-442
making a request, 442-443
statutory exemptions to right of
access, 443-450
discretionary categories,
443-447
general exemptions, 450
mandatory categories,
447-450
introduction, 435-436
Manitoba’s access to information
law, 464-468
generally, 464
making a request, 465
statutory exemptions to right of
access, 465-468
discretionary categories,
465-467
mandatory categories,
467-468
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New Brunswick’s access to
information law, 468-471
generally, 468
making a request, 468-469
statutory exemptions to right of
access, 470-471
discretionary categories, 470
mandatory categories,
470-471
Newfoundland and Labrador’s
access to information law,
471-473
generally, 471
making a request, 472
statutory exemptions to right of
access, 473-474
discretionary categories, 473
mandatory categories,
473-474
Northwest Territories and
Nunavut’s access to information
law, 474-478
generally, 474
making a request, 474-475
statutory exemptions to right of
access, 476-478
discretionary categories,
476-477
mandatory categories,
477-478
Nova Scotia’s access to
information law, 478-480
generally, 478-479
making a request, 479-480
statutory exemptions to right of
access, 480
Ontario’s access to information
law, 481-487
generally, 481-483
making a request, 483-484
statutory exemptions to right of
access, 485-487
discretionary categories,
485-486
mandatory categories,
486-487
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Prince Edward Island’s access to
information law, 487-489
generally, 487
making a request, 487-488
statutory exemptions to the
right of access, 488-489
discretionary categories, 488
mandatory categories, 489
provincial access to information
laws, 451-499
Québec’s access to information
law, 489-493
generally, 489-490
making a request, 490
statutory exemptions to right of
access, 490-493
discretionary categories,
490-492
mandatory categories,
492-493
Saskatchewan’s access to
information law, 494-496
generally, 494
making a request, 494-495
statutory exemptions to right of
access, 495-497
discretionary categories,
495-496
mandatory categories,
496-497
statistical information, 508-509
CANSIM, 509
interpretation, 509
United States’ access to
information law, 500-502
generally, 500
making a request, 500-501
statutory exemptions to the
right of access, 501-502
using access to information laws,
436-440
pitfalls, 437-438
tips, 438-440
Yukon’s access to information law,
497-499
generally, 497
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making a request, 497-498
statutory exemptions to right of
access, 498-499
Confidential Information and
National Security
confidential information and
national security highlights,
403-404
introduction, 404-405
journalists and national security,
409-418
communicating with terrorists,
417
Criminal Code and national
security, 418-419
introduction, 404-405
O’Neill, 413-414
prohibited places, 416
Toronto Sun, 414-416
Security of Information Act and
news media, 409-411
wrongful communication
412-413
national security, see journalists
and national security
“plain brown envelope” 405-408
Confidentiality of News Sources
courts and the issue of
confidentiality, 141-145
introduction, 141-142
Supreme Court of Canada,
142-145
introduction, 130-131
other issues involving news
sources, 148-150
breach of confidence or trust,
149-150
breach of contract, 148-149
on or off the record, 150
proposed federal law to protect
journalists’ sources, 146-148
revealing a source, 131-145
disclosure in civil actions,
136-141

disclosure in criminal
proceedings and
investigations, 131-136
disclosure in inquiries or
tribunal hearings, 141
sources highlights, 129-130
Contempt
categories of contempt, 210-211
civil contempt, 211
criminal contempt, 211
direct act, 210
indirect act, 210-211
contempt highlights, 207-208
danger zones, 224-237
before trial, 224-230
civil pleadings, 224-225
contemptuous statements in
other proceedings, 225
describing criminal charges,
226
evidence from coroner’s
inquests and public
inquiries, 226
hypothetical cases, 226-227
interviewing witnesses prior
to trial, 227
other court proceedings
involving the accused,
227-228
police comments, 228
previous criminal record of
accused and witnesses,
228-229
reporting foreign
proceedings or arrests,
229
re-trials, 229
stories relevant to a case,
sidebars, 229-230
visuals, 230
during appeal period or appeal,
236-237
criticism of decisions, 237
criticism of juries, 237
during trial, 230-235
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audio recording in courts,
230-232
captions, 233
end of the trial, 232
evidence, 233
exhibits, 233
headlines, 233
in-camera proceedings, 234
interviews with judges, 235
interviews with lawyers,
234-235
multiple accused, 235
visual recording in courts,
230-232
introduction, 209-210
journalistic behaviour that offends
court, 212-217
prejudicing someone’s right to
fair trial, 213-217
scandalizing the court, 212-213
legislative bodies and contempt,
238-240
contempt of legislative body,
238-239
reporting contemptuous
remarks made in the House,
239-240
punishment for contempt, 221-222
revisions to contempt law, 240-242
when danger of contempt arises,
217-220
who can punish for contempt,
222-224
Copyright
Copyright Act, 561-571
definitions, 561-562
length of copyright, 563-564
moral rights, 567-569
owner of copyright, 564-567
penalties for copyright
infringement, 570-571
who is protected, 562-563
copyright highlights, 555-556
copyright reform, 574-575
general principles, 557-561
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copying as infringement,
559-560
copyrighting pure information,
561
what can be copyrighted,
557-559
when does a copyright take
effect, 559
introduction, 556-557
journalists and copyright, 571-574
Copyright Act and journalists,
572-574
copyrighting news, 571-572
Court Documents, see Access to
Court Documents
Court Orders: Search Warrants,
Injunctions and Subpoenas
court orders highlights, 291-293
injunctions, 292
search warrants and production
orders, 291-292
subpoenas, 293
injunctions, 306-312
after delivery of injunction,
310-312
issuing an injunction, 307-310
types of, 307
introduction, 293-294
production orders, see search
warrants and production orders
search warrants and production
orders, 294-306
execution of search warrant,
304-306
issuing a search warrant or
production order, 297-300
minimum acceptable standards,
294-297
production orders, 336
search warrants and news
media, 300-304
subpoenas, 312-315
after delivery of subpoena,
314-315
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generally, 312-313
issuing a subpoena, 313-314
Court Procedure
administrative tribunal procedures,
615-616
civil court procedures, 606-608
appeal, 608
examination for discovery, 607
introduction, 606
notice of action, 606
notice of intention to sue, 606
pleadings, filing of, 606-607
pre-trial conference, 607
trial, 607-608
criminal court procedures, 608-615
appeal, 615
arrest or charge, 610-611
bail hearing, 612
classification of offences, 609
first appearance, 611-612
introduction, 608-610
investigation, 610
justice of the peace, 609
preliminary hearing, 613-614
provincial court judges, 609
show cause hearing, 612
subsequent appearances and
mode of trial, 612-613
indictable offences, 613
summary conviction
offences, 613
superior court judges, 610
trial, 614-615
voir dire, 615
introduction, 605-606
Court System, see Legal System
Defamation
civil law of defamation, 37-82
assessing risk of defamation,
37-41
defamatory matter, 37-40
defamatory matter
published, 41

defamatory matter refers to
plaintiff, 40
criminal law of defamation, 82-90
blasphemous libel, 86
Criminal Code defences, 86-90
answer to inquiries, 89
fair comment on public
person or art, 88-89
fair reports of government
or judicial proceedings,
87-88
fair reports of public
meetings, 88
giving information to
interested person, 90
judicial proceedings and
inquiries, 87
parliamentary papers, 87
public benefit, 88
publication invited or
necessary, 89
redressing a wrong, 90
truth, 89
defamatory libel, 83-84
introduction, 82-83
seditious libel, 85
criminal offence, defamation as, 37
defamation highlights, 25-27
defences, 42-75
absolute privilege, 45-49
government proceedings, 46
journalists’ limited privilege,
47-49
judicial proceedings, 46-47
consent, 45
fair comment, 66-71
avoid losing this defence, 71
common law defence, 66-67
statutory defence, 70-71
test, 67-70
introduction, 42
truth or justification, 42-44
proving truth, 43-44
standard of proof required,
44
qualified privilege, 49-58
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common law defence, 55-56
malice, 57-58
SLAPPs, 53-55
statutory defence, 50-53
responsible communication on
matters of public interest
defence, 58-65
Québec, 72-75
civil law, 72-74
legislation, 74-75
volenti non fit injuria, 45
definition, 31-34
general problems in defamation,
90-104
captions, 94
consumer reports, 90-91
contagious diseases, 91
corporations, 91-92
criminal charges, 92
criminal records, 92-93
deceased persons, 93
defamation of title or property,
102
editing, 93-94
evidence and exhibits, 94
headlines, 94
humour, 94-95
inquests, 94
members of class or group,
95-96
open-line talk shows, 96
pleadings, affidavits and other
pre-trial documents, 96-97
police information and
investigations, 97
public figures, 98
public performances, 98-99
quotation marks, “alleged,”
attributions, 99
restaurant and other reviews,
98-99
satire, 99-100
sensationalism, 100-101
sloppy journalism, 101-102
visuals, 102-104
introduction, 29-31
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libel vs. slander, 36
mitigating a loss, 75-82
apology, 77-81
distribution, 82
introduction, 75-76
limitation periods, 80
offer of settlement, 81
reputation of plaintiff, 82
retraction, 77-81
reforming the law, 104
Disclosure, see Confidentiality of
News Sources
Elections
allocation of political broadcast
time, 430-431
election black-out periods for
partisan broadcasts, 424-426
elections highlights, 421
introduction, 422
opinion surveys, 426-428
other election reporting
restrictions, 428-430
Québec’s referendum and
election acts, 428-430
publishing election results,
422-424
publishing false statements, 424
Employee, see Journalist as
Employee and Freelancer
Ethics, see Journalistic Ethics and
the Law
Freedom of the press
Charter, 15-23
Dagenais, 18-20
Mentuck, 20-21
test, 16-18
Toronto Star, 22-23
infringements, 23-24
introduction, 4-10
pre-Charter, 10-15
free press, limits of, 14-15
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myth of, 11-12
press rights, courts’ view of,
12-14
Freelancer, see Journalist as
Employee and Freelancer
Injunctions, see Court Orders:
Search Warrants, Injunctions
and Subpoenas
Internet Law and Journalism
blogs, 108-109
CASL or Canada’s anti-spam
legislation, 111-114
chat rooms, 110
court orders and Internet, 124-125
defamation and Internet, 118-124
cyber libel, 118
jurisdiction, 119-123
quantum of damages, 123-124
discussion boards, 110
e-mail, 110-111
forums, 110
general guidelines for electronic
media, 116-118
intellectual property and Internet,
125-128
copyright, 125-128
hypertext links, 106-107
moral rights, 128
posting print article online, 127
public domain, 125-126
Internet law highlights, 105-106
“intimate images” on the Internet,
115-116
introduction, 106-118
legislation and Internet, 128
mail lists, 110
podcasts, 115
RSS feeds, 116
screencasts, 502
spam, 111-115
twitter and social media, 109-110
YouTube, 115
webcasts, 115

wikis, 116
Highlights
confidential information and
national security highlights,
403-404
confidentiality of news sources
highlights, 129-130
contempt highlights, 207-208
copyright highlights, 555-556
court documents highlights,
317-318
court orders highlights, 291-293
defamation highlights, 25-27
elections highlights, 421
employer and freelancer highlights,
531-532
Internet law and journalism
highlights, 105-106
invasion of privacy highlights,
151-152
investigative reporting highlights,
191-194
police powers highlights, 389-390
privacy highlights, 171-172
public hearings and meetings
highlights, 353-354
publication bans and restraining
orders highlights, 243-244
Invasion of Privacy
federal law and right to privacy,
160-170
Personal Information Protection
and Electronic Documents
Act, 160-161
intercepting private
communications, 162-166
lawful interception, the
“rule,” 164-165
other dangers, 165-166
staying within the law,
162-163
other Criminal Code provisions,
166-169
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disrupting a religious
service, 169
harassing telephone calls,
169
intimidation, 168
publishing “intimate
images,” 167
trespassing at night, 168
voyeurism, 166-167
other federal privacy
restrictions, 169-170
radio communications,
169-170
telephone conversations, 170
general issues in privacy, 182-189
trespass to land, 185-189
handling trespass situations,
188-189
provincial trespass laws, 187
public vs. private property,
188
visual invasions of privacy,
182-185
introduction, 153-154
privacy highlights, 151-152
provincial law and right to privacy,
170-182
British Columbia, 172-176
defences, 173-176
Manitoba, 178-179
defences, 179
Newfoundland and Labrador,
179-180
defences, 179-180
Québec, 180-182
Saskatchewan, 176-178
defences, 177-178
types of invasion, 154-160
criminal records, privacy of,
157
defamation vs. breach of
privacy, 156
Europe’s “right to be forgotten,”
158-160
generally, 154-156
legislation, 158-159
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prisoner’s right to privacy, 157
privacy rights of innocent
parties, 156-157
Investigative Reporting
introduction, 194
investigative story highlights,
191-194
Vogel v. Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation, 195-204
ambush interviews, 197-199
balance, 202
deceptive techniques, 197-199
generally, 195
manipulation of facts and
interviews, 199-201
right of reply, 202
sensationalized packaging, 201
sensationalized writing,
202-203
sources, 195-197
Journalist as Employee and
Freelancer
employee, journalist as, 533-543
conflict of interest and abuse of
position, 539-542
employer-employee vs.
business relationship,
533-535
liability of employed
journalists, 535-536
wrongful or constructive
dismissal, 536-539
unionized environment,
542-543
employer and freelancer highlights,
531-532
freelancer, journalist as, 545-554
collectives and freelancers,
553-554
contracts and freelancers,
545-548
copyright and freelancers,
549-553
liability of freelancers, 544-545
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introduction, 532
Journalistic Ethics and the Law
common ethical concerns, 583-587
conflicts of interest, 584
decency and good taste, 585
demonstrations and violent acts,
587
gifts, favours and payments,
586-587
privacy, 585-586
separation of advertising and
editorial, 584-585
introduction, 577-578
law and ethics intersect, 578-583
accuracy, impartiality and
objectivity in reporting,
579-580
admitting errors and issuing
retractions, 582
Internet and online
considerations, 583
respect for diversity and human
rights, 582-583
right of reply, 581
sensationalism, 582
statements of fact vs. opinion,
539
use and protection of sources,
580-581
summary, 587
Legal System
administrative tribunals, 596
Canada’s court system, 591-596
civil court system, 593-594
court hierarchy, 592
criminal court system, 594-596
jurisdictions, 592-593
Canadian Charter of Rights and
Freedoms, 601-603
citations, 597-600
cases, 597-598
statutes, 598-600
finding cases and legislation via
the Internet, 600

introduction, 589
reporting series, 599-600
sources of law, 590
case law, 591
Constitution, 590
rule of law, 590
statutes and regulations,
590-591
understanding court judgments,
596-597
binding, 597
obiter dictum, 597
ratio decidendi, 597
Mini-Law Courses
administrative law, 617-618
conflict of laws, 618
consumer and commercial law,
618-619
contracts, 619-620
corporate law, 620-621
criminal law, 621
insurance law, 622
intellectual property, 622
international law, 622
labour and employment law, 623
property, 624
remedies, 624-625
torts, 625
trusts, 625
Miscellaneous Laws
Emergencies Act, 528
hate propaganda, 520-523
broadcasting regulations, 522
Canadian Human Rights Act,
522-523
Criminal Code, 520-522
miscellaneous Criminal Code
sections, 523-526
advertising rewards, 523
counselling mutiny or desertion,
524
counselling offences, 523-524
disturbing an assemblage, 524
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false news and public mischief,
524-525
harassment, 525
ignorance of the law, 524
intimidation of journalist, 526
reproducing likeness of money,
526
provincial human rights codes,
526-528
publishing obscene material,
512-520
broadcasting regulations,
517-518
Criminal Code, 512-517
proposed changes to Criminal
Code, 518-520
publishing “intimate images,”
515-517
voyeurism, 516
National Security, see Confidential
Information and National
Security
Police Powers and Limits
extent of law enforcement powers,
392-398
power of arrest, 393-396
what constitutes an arrest,
395-396
power of search and seizure,
396-398
use of force, 392-393
law enforcement powers, 390-392
peace officer, 391-392
public officer, 391-392
obstruction of justice and
journalists, 398-400
test for obstruction, 399-400
police powers highlights, 389-390
rights when dealing with police,
400-402
right to silence, 401-402
Political Broadcasts, see Elections
and Political Broadcasts
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Privacy, see Invasion of Privacy
Procedure, see Court Procedure
Public Hearings, see Access to
Public Hearings and Meetings
Publication Bans and Restraining
Orders
introduction, 245-247
publication bans highlights,
243-244
publication bans in federal statutes,
284-285
publication bans in provincial
statutes, 285-289
communicable disease
prevention acts, 288
coroners, 285-286
family law acts, 286-288
provincial offences, 289
provincial young offenders acts,
289
victim compensation boards,
289
restraints on publication in civil
proceedings, 282-284
restraints on publication in
criminal proceedings, 254-282
appeals and eternity, 280-282
bail hearings, 256-257
common law bans on publishing
names of accused, 254-256
mental disorder, 279-280
other pre-trial proceedings,
262-263
preliminary hearings, 257-259
bans on publishing
confessions, 259
bans on publishing evidence,
257-258
restrictions on details of search
warrants, 259-262
restrictions on jury trials,
271-273
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bans on evidence in a voir
dire, 271-272
bans on jury deliberations,
272-273
restrictions on publishing
immoral details, 274-275
divorces, 274-275
indecent matters, 274
restrictions on sexual assault
trials, 268-271
trials, 263-268
bans involving multiple
accused, 267-268
bans on publishing evidence,
266-267
bans on publishing names,
263-266
young offenders, 275-279
Supreme Court rulings, 248-253

Dagenais, 248-250
Mentuck, 250-252
Toronto Star, 252-253
notification systems for
publication bans, 253
Restraining Orders, see Publication
Bans and Restraining Orders
Search Warrants, see Court Orders:
Search Warrants, Injunctions
and Subpoenas
Sources, see Confidentiality of News
Sources
Subpoenas, see Court Orders:
Search Warrants, Injunctions
and Subpoenas

